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Double binds and double 
movements: Masculinity,  
mobility and fraternal rivalry  
in Pascal Alex Vincent’s  




Twin tales are short on survivors. On the one hand is the threat of implosion; on the other, 
outsiders can shatter the twin relationship. This fine line is walked by Quentin and Antoine, the 
protagonists of Pascal Alex Vincent’s Donne-moi la main (2008), who hitchhike from France to 
Spain to attend their mother’s funeral. Vincent’s film is both a twin tale and a road movie. In this 
mix, there is the potential for generic conflict since, in contrast to the claustrophobia of the twin 
relationship, the road movie emphasises a mobility which is emancipatory. Drawing on the work 
of Juliana de Nooy and on theory relating to the road movie, this article examines how Vincent’s 
film juggles the restrictions of the twin tale with the freedom of the road. In doing so, it questions 
the extent to which the road movie might offer liberation from hegemonic masculinity for its 
protagonists.
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Twin tales, Juliana de Nooy writes in her book Twins in Contemporary Literature and Culture: 
Look Twice, are short on survivors (2005: 22). From Old Testament stories such as Jacob and Esau, 
to the Greek legends of Castor and Pollux, to the mythic founders of Rome, Romulus and Remus, 
twin tales – and those of twin brothers in particular – are underwritten by conflict. There exists a 
kind of double bind in relation to the narrative trajectory of any twin story. On the one hand, there 
is the threat of implosion, what De Nooy describes as ‘death by suffocating sameness’ (2005: 25). 
In the case of identical twins in particular, the story is often one of ‘immobility and isolation lead-
ing to death and decay’ (2005: 26). On the other, the introduction of a third party into the twin 
relation, precisely a means of avoiding such stagnation, can result in the complete disintegration of 
the twin relationship.
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The cinematic twin tale I will discuss here shows precisely this tension between implosion and 
explosion. Pascal Alex Vincent’s 2008 film entitled Donne-moi la main recounts the story of 
18-year-old identical twins Quentin and Antoine, who hitchhike from the south of France to Spain 
to attend the funeral of the mother with whom they have long lost contact. What makes this film 
particularly unusual is its genre: it is not just a twin tale but a blend of the road movie and the buddy 
flick. In this curious cinematic hybrid, there is not just the potential for tension between the pro-
tagonists but for conflict within the generic mix.
The road movie, of course, revels in taking protagonists out of their comfort zones, and is often 
structured by interactions with characters that protagonists would not normally meet, a set of 
encounters which is often, though not always, mutually beneficial. Perhaps the best example of this 
is The Wizard of Oz (Fleming, 1939), the yellow-brick road movie in which both the protagonist 
and those she meets are transformed by their encounter. The Wizard of Oz also reminds us of the 
importance of the dynamics of home and away to the genre. While there may be no place like home 
for Dorothy, in theoretical writing on road movies featuring male protagonists it is this ‘away’ fac-
tor that dominates: specifically, the freedom of escaping societal commitments. As Steven Cohan 
and Ina Rae Hark argue, the road movie ‘sets the liberation of the road against the oppression of 
hegemonic norms’ (Cohan and Hark, 1997: 1), with those norms associated with either the domes-
tic space or the workplace. Stuart C. Aitken and Christopher Lee Lukinbeal concur, writing that the 
journey can for male protagonists involve a shift from the constrictions of place-based identity 
towards what they call a disassociated masculinity (1997: 351), one which has the potential to call 
into question traditional male social roles.
For twin narratives, on the other hand, escaping the claustrophobia of the sibling relation is not 
so easy, and the trajectory of the protagonists tends to promise anything but liberation. Taking the 
central pairing outside of their comfort zone is fraught with danger. The generic role of third parties 
in such a scenario is to burst open the twin relationship, often with devastating consequences. In 
the case of twin brothers in particular, the individuals risk becoming ‘hostile rivals to the point of 
fratricide’ (De Nooy, 2005: 114), a threat which we will see is all too real for the protagonists of 
Donne-moi la main.
In this article, drawing on the work of De Nooy as well as on theories relating to the road movie, 
I want to look at three things. First, to what extent does Vincent’s film conform to the standard twin 
tale and to what extent does it more closely resemble a set of late twentieth-century texts noted by 
De Nooy which – thanks to the advent of feminism, queer theory and post-structuralism – allow a 
rethinking of the twin relationship such that a happy ending of sorts might be imagined for the 
couple? Second, is the journey taken by the protagonists genuinely one which has the potential to 
question hegemonic masculinity? Aitkin and Lukinbeal remind us that, as much as mobility in the 
road movie might often represent a refusal of authority, it can in other circumstances signal a mas-
culinist domination of space, or indeed be fetishised to the extent that ‘it may be simply another 
form of hegemonic masculinity’ (1997: 352). And, finally, how does Vincent’s film juggle the 
restrictions of the twin relationship with the potential liberty of the road? In looking at these ques-
tions, I will chart the progressive changes both to the twin relationship and to the potential narrative 
of liberated masculinity, paying particular attention to changes in the framing of the protagonists. 
The analysis will be prefaced by a discussion of the animated sequence which opens the film and 
which foregrounds many of the themes to be developed in the course of the story. The reading of 
Vincent’s movie will then split into two halves, concentrating on the evolution of the storyline 
before and after a key moment of transformation for the central pairing which will see them sepa-
rate. Consistent with the narrative trajectory of the film itself, the analysis will be structured by the 
interactions between the protagonists and a series of third parties they meet along the way, in both 
the first and second halves of the film. As with other twin tales, the narrative interest will lie with 
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the question of whether the twin relationship will survive this series of encounters, a question that 
will only be answered once the two brothers come together again in the final sequences of the film. 
These final sequences will also suggest a somewhat ambiguous response in relation to the question 
of the road movie offering its protagonists an emancipatory masculinity.
The specular text: textual mirrorings
Donne-moi la main (2008) opens with a brief animated sequence, perhaps not so unusual when we 
consider that the director was also a distributor of Japanese films in France, with at least one 
reviewer noting the Japanese influences in the film (PA, 2009).1 The first image we see is that of 
fire. The camera pans back from the flames in a baker’s oven to show an older man pass a loaf of 
bread to a young man with brown hair and wearing green. The young man turns around to see a 
figure on the outside looking at him though the bakery window. The young man outside has darker 
hair and is wearing blue. The two exchange glances, smile, then touch hands across the glass pane, 
as if they were reflections of each other. The young man in green then runs outside and the two race 
down the street, before they come to a set of train tracks as the boom gates begin to be lowered. 
The man in green jumps the gate and makes it to the other side. When the train passes, the man in 
blue races across and the two start fighting on the ground.
This opening sequence sets up many of the tropes of the twin narrative. The shot of the two 
touching hands through the glass pane suggests a mirroring between the protagonists. Several 
reviews comment on how the protagonists in the film resemble each other, as the reviewer in La 
Croix puts it, ‘[à] une cicatrice près’ (CR-N, 2008). The brothers are in fact played by identical twin 
actors Victor and Alexandre Carril. We will see that Antoine, indeed, has a scar on his face, with 
their difference in the animated sequence rendered rather by the colour of their hair and clothes.
Just as importantly, the physical mirroring between the brothers is matched by the textual mir-
roring of this sequence, since it functions as what Lucien Dallenbach would call a mise en abyme 
prospective, anticipating themes and events to come (1977: 82–3). For example, the way the broth-
ers’ eyes meet across the pane raises the question of a sexual attraction, something which De Nooy 
notes emerges regularly in twin narratives (2005: 98). Sexuality will indeed be a key theme in the 
film. If we begin with an impression of physical mirroring between the two brothers, it is their dif-
ferences which come to be more strongly invoked in the course of their journey. For example, the 
man in the green top – whom we assume to be Antoine – is working in the bakery, suggesting that 
he is more closely connected to the family business and to the father. We learn later that it was 
Quentin who coaxed Antoine to leave the father to attend their mother’s funeral. Their difference 
is further underlined by the race to the train which shows the man in green – Antoine – to be more 
daring than Quentin in blue. As the reviewer of Les Fiches du cinéma notes, ‘Évidemment, l’un, 
Antoine, est plus hardi et physique que l’autre, Quentin, rêveur et artiste’ (MD, 2009). Moreover, 
a train, in fact, will figure later in the film and will mark their separation. Finally, when the brothers 
do meet up again at the end of the film, a major fight will ensue. This mise en abyme therefore gives 
us the thematic skeleton for the story to come. But it is how those events unfold that will provide 
the narrative interest of the film.
As their journey begins, we see an interesting complementarity emerge. Quentin likes to draw, 
linking him to the visual, whereas Antoine plays a mouth harp, associating him more with the 
aural. Interestingly, when the two walk, they often do so with one in front of the other, elephant 
style, or indeed with one piggybacking the other. Such scenes underline the closeness between the 
two, captured most poignantly when they huddle together in a pipe on the back of a truck, the 
image suggesting what De Nooy calls the ‘whole-egg phase’ of the twin relationship (2005: 38). 
The lack of dialogue between them reinforces the impression that the two have little need of 
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dialogue for communication: they understand each other implicitly. What follows, however, will 
see their communal shell threaten to crack.
Part I: Separating the eggs
Their intimacy will be gradually dismantled, in particular through the third parties whom the pair 
will meet. I will concentrate on three such encounters in the first half of the film in charting the 
changing relationship between the brothers. The first is with a teenager, Clementine, whom the pair 
meet after she walks out on her boss at a service station. All three hitch a ride in a van, after which 
Quentin seduces her. Following a fight between the brothers when they camp together in a forest, 
Quentin walks off, and Antoine then takes this opportunity to sleep with Clementine in his broth-
er’s absence. Quentin, though, is not far away and we see him secretly watching in the distance as 
Antoine and Clementine make love. Clementine parts ways with them, but it is not long before the 
second encounter with others emerges. The brothers flag down two young women and hitch a ride 
with them. The twins pair off with these two women as one couple makes love in the car and the 
other outside. When the women drop them off, the two brothers continue happily on their way.
These early encounters reinforce the idea of liberty for male protagonists on the road, able to 
express freely their sexuality in the utopian space of the countryside (indeed, the name of their 
mutual love interest, Clementine, underlines the pastoral aspect of their sexual adventure). With 
respect to the twin tale, these third parties have the potential to come between the two brothers but, 
intuitively, the two find a way of maintaining their bond. It is difficult not to read these sexual 
encounters in the light of writing by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick on cuckolding narratives, a relation-
ship effectively between two men where the female character becomes an object of exchange 
between them (Sedgwick, 1985). The sharing of Clementine threatens to reduce her character to 
the role of mediator between the two males, and this effectively equates – in Sedgwick’s terms – to 
a man committing a sexual act on another man (1985: 49). Moreover, Quentin’s spying on his 
brother and Clementine is a way of his being included while excluded. The second encounter, 
where the two brothers have sex with two women at the same time and in close proximity, high-
lights in a different way the homosocial bond between them. This quasi-incestuous bond is, in fact, 
a trope of twin narratives (De Nooy, 2005: 18).
Nonetheless, the twin relationship is under some pressure. In between these sexual encounters, 
we see the brothers continually goading and teasing each other. Antoine insists that they work to 
pay for a train for part of their journey, but Quentin disagrees. The brothers then decide to go their 
separate ways, and we soon see Antoine arrive at a farm where he is taken on as a labourer. Quentin 
arrives a little later to ask the same farm proprietor for work as well and it takes Antoine’s interven-
tion to convince the farmer that he would benefit from hiring Quentin. In this, we see another trope 
of the twin tale. De Nooy states that often it is one twin who is at pains to keep the relationship 
intact, whereas the other is more likely to want independence (2005: 34). In keeping with this role 
of guardian of the twin relationship, Antoine sings a song from whose lyrics the film draws its title: 
Melocoton (1965) made famous by Colette Magny.
Melocoton et Boule d’Or
Deux gosses dans un jardin …
Melocoton, où elle est Maman?
J’en sais rien; viens, donne-moi la main
Pour aller où?
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J’en sais rien, viens
Papa il a une grosse voix
Tu crois qu’on saura parler comme ça?
J’en sais rien; viens, donne-moi la main
Melocoton, Mémé elle rit souvent
Tu crois qu’elle est toujours contente?
J’en sais rien; viens, donne-moi la main
Perrine, elle est grande, presque comme Maman
Pourquoi elle joue pas avec moi?
J’en sais rien; viens, donne-moi la main
Christophe il est grand, mais pas comme Papa
Pourquoi?
J’en sais rien; viens, donne-moi la main
Dis Melocoton, tu crois qu’ils nous aiment?
Ma petite Boule d’Or, j’en sais rien
Viens… donne-moi la main.2
The song recounts a conversation between two children named Melocoton and Boule d’Or. One 
child asks questions of another about the adults in their lives. The phrase ‘Donne-moi la main’ is 
about the closeness of the bond between the children with one reassuring the other. Most impor-
tantly, the lyrics underline the idea that these two children inhabit their own private world.
It is Quentin who will venture furthest from the private sphere of the twins. During his short stay 
on the farm, we will see a pivotal narrative moment, the third and most important major encounter 
of the first half. Quentin is befriended by young farm worker, Hakim. At dusk, Hakim goes swim-
ming with Quentin in a nearby creek, after which Hakim seduces him. Antoine secretly watches, 
this scene thus seemingly echoing the earlier one where Quentin watched Antoine seduce 
Clémentine.
In terms of the journey of disassociated masculinity, we clearly see Quentin depart from the 
hegemonic masculine role in this homosexual encounter. The question is what does this mean for 
Antoine? There are several ways of reading this scene. On the one hand, as with Clémentine, the 
fact of watching the sexual encounter could make the voyeur twin a silent participant. Alternatively, 
this encounter could heighten the tension between the brothers. As the review in Les Fiches du 
cinéma states: ‘évidemment, l’un découvre son homosexualité, au grand dame de son frère pour 
qui il ne devrait y avoir un seul homme dans sa vie: lui’ (MD, 2009). Thus, this encounter might 
also be the marker of an important difference between the brothers. The answer to these questions 
will be provided in the second half of the film. In discussing this, I will track the evolution of the 
twin relationship through three further encounters, the first of which will prove the most critical.
Part II: Parallelism, invisible threads and cutting the cord?
The next day, a brooding Antoine threatens to leave Quentin. Quentin decides to stay with his 
brother, and we see Hakim watch Quentin disappear from his life. This scene is significant, in that 
there was no regret expressed by the women with whom the brothers had had sexual relations. 
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From this moment, the framing shows the two brothers in the same shot but looking in different 
directions.
After leaving the farm, the two lunch at a service station restaurant. The first encounter is with 
a man who approaches Antoine after Quentin goes to the toilets. The man makes clear his attraction 
to both brothers. Antoine suggests that if the man pays him 100 euros, he can have sex with Quentin. 
The man enters the bathroom with the intention of doing so, but of course the startled Quentin 
storms out, leaving Antoine behind.
Now, this would appear to be the moment when the twin bubble has finally burst. Antoine’s 
cynical decision to pimp his twin brother underlines their difference. What distinguished Hakim 
from Clementine and the two young women in those earlier scenes was that Hakim could not be 
shared. Thus, the scene in which we saw Antoine secretly watch Quentin make love with Hakim 
was not a simple mirroring of the earlier sequence where Quentin watched Antoine and Clémentine; 
rather, this was a scene about repetition and, importantly, difference.
The instance of one twin being gay and the other straight is something that Freud had com-
mented upon, if only in a footnote, as cited in De Nooy:
I once know two twin brothers, both of whom were endowed with strong libidinal impulses. One of them 
was very successful with women, and had innumerable affairs with women and girls. The other went the 
same way at first, but it became unpleasant for him to be trespassing on his brother’s preserves, and, 
owing to the likeness between them, to be mistaken for him on intimate occasions; so he got out of the 
difficulty by becoming homosexual. He left the women to his brother, and thus retired in his favour. 
(Freud, 1953–74: 159, quoted in De Nooy, 2005: 2–3)
For once, homosexuality is not a problem but a solution in Freud’s example. And that problem is 
specifically one of fraternal competitiveness. The less virile twin seemingly chooses homosexual-
ity as a way of avoiding this rivalry, with sexual preference acting as the marker of difference. 
Unfortunately, in the twin tale, that quest for distinction can lead to exclusion, violence and death. 
The majority of reviews summarise the film as being about the brothers’ discovery of their differ-
ence: ‘ceux qui se croyaient identiques vont prendre conscience de leurs différences’ (J-BM, 2009); 
‘Jumeaux mais pas trop’ (AC, 2009); ‘En chemin, ils découvrent à quel point ils sont différents’ 
(J-PG, 2009); ‘la lente découverte de leurs différences’ (Murat, 2009). Yet, while Quentin accepts 
quite readily their difference, Antoine will take some time to understand what this difference 
means.
The mirror phase of the twin relationship is over, and the reflection and complementarity of the 
first half of the film are replaced by a different mise en scène of the protagonists in the second.
We next see Antoine on board a train where he has a dream: Quentin is sleepwalking, heading 
towards a fire, but Antoine does nothing to save him. No doubt prompted by guilt, on awakening, 
Antoine goes back to the restaurant to retrieve Quentin’s backpack, still playing the role of the 
guardian of the couple. Amazingly, in walking through a forest a little later, Antoine sees Quentin 
ahead of him. He yells out, but fails to catch up. The two are now out of sync with each other, 
though they are not yet in separate worlds. What replaces complementarity and reflection is a kind 
of parallelism, which we see in the next encounter.
Antoine falls while trying to catch up with Quentin. He is later found by an older woman with 
her dog, the second major encounter of the second half of the film. As he sleeps in the spare room 
of the woman’s chalet, she enters the room and begins masturbating him. It is unclear the extent 
to which Antoine consents to these advances, but just as Quentin had fled the unsolicited propo-
sition of the man at the service station, so too Antoine appears to flee the woman in the 
mountains.
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One might read such unwanted sexual advances in terms of disassociated masculinity. As attrac-
tive adolescent males, Antoine and Quentin become objects of the adult male and female gaze at a 
number of points. Aitken and Lukinbeal use the term male hysteria to describe the move away from 
place-based identity, citing Lynn Kirby’s definition, ‘not so much the coding of men as women but 
the uncoding of men as men’ (Kirby, 1988: 126, in Aitken and Lukinbeal, 1997: 353). The twins 
becoming objects of the gaze on the road is consistent with this deconstruction of traditional mas-
culinity. Such unwanted attention perhaps explains as well Antoine’s reaction in the third and final 
encounter with a stranger in the second half of the film. Antoine hitches a ride with a young 
Spanish man, Angel, across the Spanish border. When he gets out of the car, he walks a short way 
and collapses. The young Spanish driver goes to help him, but Antoine reads this as a sexual 
advance, and violently pushes him away.
What the second half of the film underlines is both the differences between Antoine and Quentin 
and Antoine’s desire to maintain nonetheless the close twin bond. This adds suspense to the moment 
when the two meet up again, in the last two sequences of the film. When Antoine arrives at the 
mother’s funeral, Quentin is already there. Antoine tentatively holds out a finger to clasp his broth-
er’s hand, echoing again the film’s title. However, this moment of togetherness does not signal a 
return to the twin bubble. Everything changes again in the final scenes of the film. After the funeral, 
the two talk on the beach. Interestingly, Quentin now wears the darker coloured clothing and 
Antoine the lighter. The two then race to the sea. A fight ensues, and Quentin gains the upper hand: 
he punches his brother, who falls limp in the water. A distraught Quentin drags him out of the sea 
and gives him mouth to mouth resuscitation. After all seems lost, he manages to revive Antoine. 
The siblings collapse on the beach, before Quentin tells Antoine that he should go, that their father 
is awaiting him, and the film ends with Quentin staying on the beach and Antoine walking away.
A successful separation?
So how might we read these final frames of the film? To what extent does this ending conform to 
the standard twin narrative? Does this road movie provide its protagonists with an emancipatory 
trajectory in terms of traditional male roles? With respect to these questions, it is perhaps appropri-
ate that one is led to not one but two conclusions.
In a sense, the film follows the twin tale of fraternal rivalry right up until the very end. Yet as 
close as we came to a final act of fratricide, two survivors do emerge. So what exactly allows for 
this final act of salvation? The answer seems to lie in the symbolism of the final part of the film. In 
the last sequences, the brothers cross a frontier to arrive in Spain, the final resting place of their 
mother. The village is called Pasaja, meaning passage, and Antoine is delivered here by a driver 
named Angel. This visit, then, would seem to be a pilgrimage to the site of the dead mother. At the 
same time, this act of mourning potentially also opens up a passageway to a new kind of fraternal 
relation. It is pertinent as well that the final near-fatal confrontation takes place on a beach. Water 
has in fact been a prominent theme throughout. We see the twin brothers playing in water early in 
the film; Quentin watches Antoine bathing; and we see Quentin frolicking naked with Hakim by 
the river.
There is, of course, another French film whose final scene is set on a beach featuring another 
character called Antoine, namely Antoine Doinel in François Truffaut’s New Wave classic Les 400 
coups (1959). In that film, the young rebellious Antoine – abandoned by his parents – has been sent 
to a centre for delinquents. In Anne Gillain’s reading of the film, the famous closing sequence of 
Antoine on the beach represents a desire for symbolic fusion with the mother, la mer/la mère, of 
course, being homophones (Gillain, 2001: 99).
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Here, however, it seems that la mer represents less the mother than the amniotic fluid of the 
foetal sac. The recurrence of water underlines the idea that the twins have not yet fully left this 
private world. With this in mind, the climactic moment of the fight in the ocean is highly signifi-
cant. The image of Quentin bringing his lips to Antoine’s is not about an incestuous homosexual 
relation between the brothers, nor about narcissism, but about rebirth. We witness the symbolic 
death of Antoine, but also his resuscitation thanks to Quentin. De Nooy points out that, in a number 
of late twentieth-century twin tales, we do see finally emerge a group of narratives whereby dou-
bleness is no longer seen as an aberration, and sameness and difference are considered ‘mutually 
entailing rather than opposed’ (2005: 29). This allows for the survival of the couple. In this respect, 
Donne-moi la main would appear to be more aligned with these recent twin stories. However, even 
in its apparent departure from the standard twin tale, Vincent’s film in these final scenes actually 
conforms to another twin trope, one shared by the buddy movie. The fact that the dreamy Quentin 
rather than the more physical Antoine wins the fight belatedly introduces the classic twin plot 
device of the reversal of roles, although one twin does not go so far as imitating the other as in 
Vincent’s earlier short film Bébé requin (2004), which also features the Carril brothers as lead 
actors. Just as sameness and difference no longer function as neat opposites in the late twentieth-
century twin narrative, the question of whether Vincent’s film conforms to or departs from the 
standard twin tale is not easily answered through a simple binary.
In terms of whether Donne-moi la main offers its protagonists the potential for a re-worked 
masculinity, any conclusion must be qualified by two points. First, the protagonists are in late ado-
lescence, not yet locked into hegemonic masculine roles. Nonetheless, that moment is close, and 
this road movie also functions as a récit d’initiation, being a ‘fable initiatique’ as the reviewer of 
Les Fiches du cinéma puts it (MD, 2009). The second point is that, as Aitken and Lukinbeal stress 
– mobility itself is no guarantee of a liberatory masculinity (1997: 350). Indeed, if we consider the 
home of Antoine and Quentin not to be a domestic space but the twin relationship itself, it is only 
Quentin who achieves some kind of emancipation in their travels.
At first glance, in fact, the journey seems to reinforce the two poles of masculinity suggested by 
Aitken and Lukinbeal, those defined by home and away. Antoine is to return to the family home 
and business, thereby fulfilling the traditional male role. Quentin, on the other hand, now appears 
to have his freedom. But such a reading is a little simplistic. It is worth remembering that the sea 
change in the fraternal relationship takes place at the beach, a space, as Fiona Handyside writes, 
sometimes associated ‘with a particularly aggressive form of masculine competition’ (2014: 89). 
Quentin’s emancipation is achieved only via a particularly masculine act of aggression. Meanwhile, 
Antoine’s return to the traditional male place with the father and the family business is indissocia-
ble from the act of humiliation and emasculation at the hands of his brother.
Thus, in terms of both its conformity to or departure from the standard twin narrative, as well as 
the road movie script of an emancipatory masculinity, Donne-moi la main can only lead us to 
deeply ambivalent conclusions. But, as a final thought, it is perhaps the idea of ambivalence itself 
which allows for an understanding of how Vincent’s film brings together the potentially opposed 
narrative trajectories of the twin tale and the road movie. Etymologically, ambivalence means ‘in 
two ways’. In the twins’ journey, we see a move from fire – that of the father’s bakery oven – to 
water, the seaside resting place of the mother. The journey takes us from an emphasis on sameness 
– underlined by a thematics of reflection and complementarity – to parallelism and then difference. 
This difference leads us to a point where the brothers are moving in opposite directions: Antoine is 
headed home; Quentin is staying away. This dynamics of home and away brings us back to that 
road movie mentioned at the start of this discussion, namely The Wizard of Oz. Bernard Benoliel 
and Jean-Baptiste Thoret, in analysing The Wizard of Oz in their book Road Movie USA, comment 
that ‘le film combine en fin de parcours les deux élans, à priori contradictoires, qui traversaient son 
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héroïne (double rêve d’évasion et de sédentarisme)’ (2011: 20). In effect, in Donne-moi la main, 
the two characters of the twin relationship embody collectively this ambivalent impulse of the road 
movie: Quentin’s desire for escape; Antoine’s desire to stay home. The final frame of the film, in 
fact, captures perfectly the double movement at the heart of both the road movie and the twin tale: 
this is a film which, like its protagonists, looks both ways. In doing so, Donne-moi la main presents 
us with two genres – the twin tale and the road movie – no longer in conflict but somewhat surpris-
ingly, in this final frame at least, seemingly in communion.
Notes
1. Please note that film reviews sourced from the Bibliothèque du film in Paris do not include page numbers. 
Several reviewers give only their initials rather than their full names.
2. The full lyrics are given at the following website: www.paroles-musique.com/paroles-Colette 
_Magny-Melocoton-lyrics,p07550969.
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